Summer Games
BACK YARD WATER CARNIVAL
These games are perfect for cooling off on a HOT summer day! At camp we
LOVE having water games and we hope you’ll keep the fun going at home this
summer too!
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1. Dry, Dry, Wet. Think Duck, Duck, Goose, only "It" walks around the circle
with a soaking wet sponge in hand. Each time he taps a kid on the shoulder, he
says "dry" (instead of duck) until he settles on his target. "It" squeezes that sponge
over his target's head and yells "wet." The rest of the game follows the Duck,
Duck, Goose rules.
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2. Water Tag. Grab some water balloons or even some sponges and have a good
old time doing a water game version of tag!
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3. Hot Potato. Switch out the "potato" for water balloons, and you've got a cool
game for a hot day!
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5. Fill 'Er Up. Divide a group into two teams. One kid on each team gets a cup
with a small ball inside (a ping pong ball works best, and you'll want a cup that's
on the smaller side). Another kid on their team gets a spray bottle filled with
water. The goal is for the kid with the spray bottle to squirt enough water into the
cup for the ball to float. The first one to do so wins ... and will no doubt soak their
friend!
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6. Water Balloon Baseball. Get a plastic bat, a whole bunch of water balloons,
and play baaaaaall.
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7. Sink the Ship. Tie a water balloon to the ankle of each player -- that's the ship.
Have the players run around trying to pop each other's balloons or "sink their
ships" (while keeping their own ships safe!). Last person with a ship that hasn't
sunk is the winner.
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8. Water Balloon Parachute. Remember that big parachute the gym teachers
would pull out every year? They'd have every kid in class stand around the
outside, grab an edge, and lift it into the air, while they threw balls on top, which
you had to keep in the air? This is pretty much the same thing, only you use water
balloons in place of the balls. Don't have a parachute? Use a sheet or a big beach
towel.
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